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Welcome back to USC!

We are pleased to start USC's Fall 2018 term with our first newsletter! Check your inbox every month to find out exciting library news and to hear about helpful resources and exhibits!

Featured Resource:

Digital Voltaire

The USC Libraries Digital Voltaire project was started in 2016 by librarian Danielle Mihram who brought together a team of librarians, researchers, and students to digitize, translate, and transcribe a collection of letters to and from Voltaire from 1741-1777. The letters came to USC through the work of then University Librarian, Christian R. Dick, and were originally housed in the Hoose Library of Philosophy before being incorporated into Special Collections. Click the link above to check out the project's amazing website where you can browse the letters and learn about the project!
Come by the circulation desk to pick up flyers about the Voltaire Project!